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The 71-S two-piece Basket Stretcher has the same features as the 
one-piece 71 Basket Stretcher but separates in half for compact storage 
or backpacking to a rescue site.

Med Sled Evacuation
Med Sled Evacuation Be disaster prepared. When timing is critical, Med Sled Evacuation enables carers to 
safely transport a patient and provides the ability to control the descent down a stairwell to exit a multi floor 
building. No lifting is required when using the roll and drag method. Each Sled has eight handles for lifting, 3 
securing cross straps and a tether and stairwell braking system. The Med Sled Evacuation rolls up and fits 
into the supplied compact bag with shoulder strap.

SKED Rescue Stretcher
SKED Rescue Stretcher Compact storage, ease of use and flexibility while transporting has SKED Rescue Stretcher Compact storage, ease of use and flexibility while transporting has 
made the SKED Rescue Stretcher popular with rescue squads, military and ski patrols. Made 
from a heavy sheet of plastic, the stretcher becomes rigid when folded around the patient. A 
variety of handles and straps assist with multiple forms of stretcher transportation including 
vertical and horizontal lifts with rope systems and helicopter transportation. These handles 
and straps also help with towing the stretcher. Sliding is made possible with the smooth 
bottom surface of the stretcher.

71 and 71-S Basket Stretcher
The 71 Basket Stretcher is constructed of a high density polyethylene shell supported by a 
permanently attached heavy-duty aluminium frame. Moulded-in runners and handholds 
make it easy to handle. This basket stretcher is chemical, UV, rust and corrosion resistant. 
An easily replaceable mattress is attached inside the stretcher for patient comfort. Supplied 
standard with four two-piece quick
release patient restraintsrelease patient restraints
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Medical First Aid


